
CX2Project-Art.Fashion.Fusion.- Opens it's
doors in Miami

/EINPresswire.com/ Miami, FL (Submitpressrelease123.com - press release) Located just north of

Miami's Wynwood area, and just south of the Design District, we fuse the esthetic of Art and

Fashion at the center, 171 NW 36th Street between NW 1st and 2nd Avenues.

CX2 Project will appeal to a wide range of both female and male admirers of Fashion and Art …

featuring specialty clothing and accessories, as well as contemporary art works in various mixed

media.

As a Specialty Clothing Store, we  feature HEATHER Fashions. Chic, sexy, and effortless, the

HEATHER collection is designed for the Woman with an evolved style sensibility, blending

understated basics with runway inspired standout items for a brilliantly cohesive collection . 

HEATHER skillfully synergizes two mainstay concepts in the world of garment making: basics and

avant-garde,  crafted from novelty “heathered” fabrics, made exclusively for the company, which

are then mixed and matched with a variety of other media such as woven silks, leather, and

micro-poly chiffon to produce a perfectly balanced piece: a unique staple.

Manufactured almost entirely in the US, HEATHER strives to keep their production local to ensure

the finest quality and highest consistency possible.

Cimber Jewelry - a local jewelry designer specializing in exclusive designs of precious metals, and

semi- precious stones.  

Basil Racuk’s bags, of the finest suede and leather , are handmade exclusively in the USA.  

Hobo Handbags, Based in Maryland, offers a wide variety of Italian Leather pocket books,

handbags and cross-bodies in exciting finishes and prints .

Christy’s of London Hats’ in vibrant colors, well made and classic… Fedoras, Panamas, and

Bowlers are just some of the Fun styles offered.

As an Art Gallery We proudly represent three American Contemporary Artists: 

Oscar Lakeman, a Fort Lauderdale-based Realist painter, exhibits his “Container “paintings which

are enthusiastically collected the world over.

http://www.cx2fashion.com
http://www.facebook.com/cx2project


Chris Chavers, from Jacksonville, whose abstract paintings are multi-dimensional… Oil, acrylic

and resin on Wood and Canvas

Timmerman Daugherty, a Boston/ Miami Beach based sculptor, works in mixed media infusions

from found items in ceramics and stone, which she “torments and twists” into exciting and

vibrant sculptures.

CX2 Project … a new type of store in Miami’s dynamic, ever-evolving Wynwood area, which has

been featured in countless publications as the next   “neighborhood to watch”!

CX2 PROJECT inspires the MASTERPIECE within you.

171 NW 36TH STREET

MIAMI FL 33127

305-571-8068

project@cx2fashion.com

facebook.com/CX2Project

twitter@CX2PROJECT
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